
One Click 1051 

Chapter 1051: All functions are improved by one level! 

"Master, this is...I personally make notes and comments for me!?" 

Emperor Wuxu caught the jade slip and the black plate with golden patterns, and was flattered and 

overwhelmed! 

"Don't live up to my expectations." 

Su Lang glanced at Emperor Zhun Xu, "Go down and practice." 

"Yes!" 

"Subordinates will work hard to cultivate and live up to the Lord's expectations!" 

The emptiness Zhundi knocked his head like garlic, his forehead banged to the ground, causing the spirit 

of the White Jade Immortal Palace to almost run out to scold him... 

Fortunately, Emperor Zhunxuan didn't dare to stay longer, so he went down after kowtow. 

Su Lang did not immediately practice the Record of the Reincarnation of the Emperor's Heart, instead he 

took out the Record of the "Liangyi Tianyin Emperor". 

After selecting one of the passages and using "Repair of Fragments", I immediately got the original of 

this exercise. 

This time. 

Su Langcai placed the five exercises together: "Nine Revolutions Xuandi Jue", "Zhenyu Emperor Jing", 

"Mingguang Wanjie Emperor Jing", "Emperor Heart Reincarnation Record", and "Liangyi Tianyin 

Emperor Record". Start practicing. 

So far. 

The seven martial arts villains are all busy. 

"It's time to improve other system functions." 

Su Lang glanced at the Hinayana Xianyuan balance and immediately issued an order, "Except for one-key 

empowerment, all functions are upgraded to one level!" 

"Ding! Consumes 1 million Lower Xianyuan, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 34, and 

the training speed is increased to 2291.2 billion times the speed of the basic training without lack of 

qualification!" 

"Ding! Consumes 1 million lower Xianyuan sources, the one-key martial arts function is upgraded to 

level 34, and the training speed is 22.912 billion times the speed of the basic training without lack of 

aptitude!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 1 million Xianyuan, the one-click treasure hunting function has been upgraded to 

level 33, and the number of treasure hunting flying gliders has increased to 22.912 billion!" 
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"Ding! Consume 1 million lower multipliers, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 33, the 

number of clones is +1, the current number of clones is 33, and the number of clones is 33!" 

The speed of one-key training has reached more than two trillion times that of terrifying! 

At this time, it only takes three hours to save the cultivation base from Yijie Wuxian to the quasi 

emperor level! 

"In a little while, I will be able to open up the inner world again!" 

The corners of Su Lang's mouth couldn't help but evoke a smooth smile. 

In addition. 

The speed of exercises has also become twice as fast. 

"System, how long will it take for my seven emperor level exercises to be completed?" 

Su Lang looked at the seven busy martial arts villains and couldn't help asking. 

"Ding! Host, the seven emperor level exercises can be practiced to the founding level in just 48 hours!" 

"48 hours?" 

Su Lang raised his brows, "Calculated at a magnification of 22.912 billion, which is equivalent to more 

than 100 million years of practice, which is a bit exaggerated!" 

But Su Lang quickly understood the reason. 

Ordinary Wudi, such as Zhou You, has been six to seven million years from becoming Emperor to today, 

plus the years of cultivation before, it should be about nine million. 

However, the Shen You Dilu he had practiced was able to reach the level of Xiaocheng. 

However, Emperor Xuanyu of the Ninth Revolution, as the strongest martial artist in the history of the 

Canglan Continent, has unique talents and comprehension, and he can practice the emperor-level 

exercises to the Consummation level. 

But how long did it take Xuanhu? 

Ten million years ago, he was the Ninth Rank Martial Emperor. How many years did he practice before, 

20 million years? 30 million years? Maybe more! ? 

It took such a long time for Xuan Xuan to practice the emperor-level exercises to the perfect level and 

become the ruler of a great era. 

And between the Consummation Level and the Founding Level, there is another horrible gap that needs 

more time to fill. 

In addition, whether it is Huangyou or Xuanhao, they are both unparalleled qualifications, and their 

understanding is better than the basic understanding of one-click martial arts. 

Therefore, Su Lang knew very well that it was completely normal that it would take two days for him to 

practice the emperor level exercises. 



"The higher the martial arts road, the more difficult it becomes." 

"It takes countless years to practice the exercises alone. Even the outstanding martial artist will probably 

die on the road. Fortunately, I have a system." 

Su Lang muttered, then his body moved and appeared in the southeast corner of Yaochi Holy City. 

There are crowds of people here and it is very lively. 

Because today is the day when the space dojo is officially established! 

Information about the space dojo has long been circulated. It is said that it was refined by the Emperor 

Lang to help the warriors to achieve the special space of the **** of war! 

Chapter 1052: Recast the Five Elements Heaven 

"With the space dojo, we can become the **** of war more easily!" 

"Yes, I have been stuck in the Quasi-God Realm for three thousand years, and now I finally have hope of 

becoming a God!" 

"I am so lucky to be ruled by the great Langdi!" 

"Thank you to the great Langdi!" 

"..." 

The warriors were excited, grateful, or praying in the direction of Baiyuxian Palace with a pious 

expression. 

Su Lang was hiding in the dark, and he actually felt a trace of incense and willing force converging 

toward him. 

Obviously, Su Lang has entered the hearts of all warriors in the southern continent and has become their 

belief. 

However, Su Lang does not intend to absorb these incense aspirations for the time being. 

He took out the different sky box and collected these incense willingness as fertilizer for cultivating 

Wuyu tea trees. 

At this time. 

Li Xianyang's figure appeared in front of everyone. 

Behind him are Huangfuqin, Yaochi Yan Fa, Chiri Muzhu and other Su Lang's old men. 

"Everyone be quiet!" 

Li Xianyang spoke, and his voice spread throughout the city, "His Majesty Lang is so virtuous, pitying 

sentient beings, specially refined the space dojo, ordered me to arrange it in the southeast corner, Fuze 

all the warriors!" 

This statement came out. 
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The crowd suddenly couldn't help but boil, and more and more people bowed their heads in the 

direction of the White Jade Fairy Palace, and they were extremely religious. 

Li Xianyang didn't interrupt the worship of everyone, and when everyone was almost quiet, he began to 

introduce the rules of using the space dojo. 

For this, Su Lang has no interest in listening. 

He believed that Li Xianyang would do a good job, so that the rate of becoming a **** in the southern 

continent increased exponentially. 

"If there are more martial gods, there will be more martial sages, and if there are more martial sages, 

there will be more martial arts..." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, turned and left here, and came to the Five Elements Heaven. 

The Five Elements Heaven is based on five quasi-emperor soldiers, and the five elements combined 

imperial formations are arranged to form a defense barrier at the rank of four-turn Wudi. 

Its scope covers the entire southern part of the Canglan Continent! 

"The Five Elements Heaven should also be upgraded." 

Su Lang looked down at the vast barrier beneath him. 

During the battle with Zhou You, he went to Qingyou City to learn a lot of formations. 

Later, he sent a clone to act as a mysterious businessman to contact with various emperors, and learned 

some secretly. 

Compared with before the arrangement of the Five Elements Heaven, Su Lang mastered a lot more 

emperor rank formations, and he could naturally improve it. 

However, Su Lang did not intend to just improve on the basis of the Five Elements Heaven. 

He decided to decompose the Five Elements Heaven and rearrange it from scratch. 

There are two reasons. 

One is that when the Five Elements Sky was arranged before, the connection of all formations was so 

perfect that it was impossible to insert new formations. 

Once forcibly inserted, it is likely to cause some hidden dangers. 

The second is that Su Lang already has better materials for refining the formation, and the rearranged 

formation will be stronger! 

"One-click decomposition!" 

Su Lang was suspended high in the sky, and in a single thought, he broke down the Five Elements 

Heaven he created by himself. 

Because the Five Elements Heaven is transparent, it did not cause panic among the creatures on the 

earth. 



Wow! 

Countless array refining materials returned to the storage space. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang began the arrangement of the New Five Elements Sky. 

With the experience of deploying the formation for the first time, and Su Lang's cultivation base has also 

become higher, so this time the formation is faster! 

The time spent has been reduced from tens of minutes to ten minutes! 

Silently, the new Five Elements Heaven unfolded, forming a powerful barrier of Rank 5 Wudi level. 

Moreover, Wuxingtian not only possesses defensive capabilities, but also possesses powerful 

counterattacks. 

Because Su Lang added the Three Kill Prison Emperor Array to it, and there is more than one! 

of course. 

Su Lang has not forgotten to arrange the ‘Sky-Shooting Spirit Formation’ and the ‘Sun Moon Fairy Spirit 

Formation’. 

These two formations are very important, not only the key to improving the cultivation environment in 

the southern continent, but also one of the energy sources of the Five Elements Heaven. 

With the Sun and Moon Fairy Spirit Emperor Formation as the main base, Su Lang integrated the 

Heaven-Shooting Spirit Formation into it, forming an emperor-level formation with more functions and 

stronger effects. 

This kind of combined imperial formation was called "Shetianming Emperor Formation" by Su Lang. 

It can take in various extra-space energies such as the sun, moon, stars, cosmic rays, etc., with extremely 

high efficiency, and transform them into high-concentration auras to feed back the mainland. 

Chapter 1053: Return to Blue Star! 

The effect of the Shetian Ming Emperor Array is more than a thousand times better than the immortal-

level Shetian Spirit Array. 

As soon as the formation was opened, it lavishly absorbed the energy from outside the sky, transformed 

into a rich spiritual energy, and fell from high above the sky. 

Some warriors who were flying in the air suddenly felt abnormal. 

"what?" 

"Why is the aura of high altitude suddenly so strong?" 

"This... it's dozens of times richer than before, it's incredible!" 
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"It seems that the higher the altitude, the richer it becomes. Could it be that His Majesty Langdi has 

improved the Five Elements Heaven?" 

"The Five Elements Heaven contains a more terrifying aura. Once I am infected, it will definitely be 

wiped out on the spot, maybe there is a killing formation in it!" 

"..." 

A **** of war, a **** of martial arts, and a **** of martial arts rose from the ground, and came to the 

sky, looking excited. 

Su Lang's arrangement of the Five Elements Heaven had already passed Chu Xiaobei's mouth and spread 

throughout the southern continent. 

Therefore, everyone knew of Su Lang's great feats and bowed down to Su Lang. 

Everyone also knows that there is an extra strong barrier to guard everyone on his head, which brings a 

strong sense of security to all warriors. 

At this time, this barrier is strengthened again. How can this make people unhappy? 

Su Lang looked at the warriors who looked excited below, and was very happy. 

but. 

Su Lang did not stay in the Five Elements for a long time. 

Because of one thing, he couldn't wait long ago. 

This thing is to return to the Blue Star and then go to the solar system to investigate whether planets 

like Mars are also fragments of the infinite universe. 

"I'm really looking forward to it!" 

Su Lang licked his lips, his body moved, and he appeared in the time and space passage of the Wind 

Spirit Race. 

"Master!" 

Yan Xingxing flew up to greet him with a very respectful look. 

In the heart of Yanxingxing, Su Lang's image is no longer the rising star of the year. 

Instead, his Majesty Wudi who established the Five Elements Heaven, completely separated and ruled 

half of the Canglan continent! 

"It's been a long time, stars!" 

"It looks like your progress in cultivation is pretty good," 

Su Lang smiled and looked at the human genius in front of him. 

"They are all helped by the rules and pill given by the Lord!" 

Yan Hingxing didn't dare to claim credit, "Otherwise, in a short time, how can I make any progress." 



Su Lang smiled, chatted with Yanxingxing again, and then descended on Blue Star through the space-

time channel. 

The aqua-blue planet appeared under Su Lang, and the graceful curved horizon exuded a faint white 

enveloping, quiet and peaceful. 

"so comfortable!" 

Su Lang was relaxed physically and mentally, and couldn't help stretching. 

Although the concentration of Reiki is not high here. 

But Su Lang felt that staying here was more comfortable than staying in Canglan Continent. 

Suppressed the repair. 

Su Lang landed on the ground and went to take a look at the island where the prospective saints were 

practicing. 

In this short time. 

Of the original more than 100,000 people, 40,000 have been sanctified, and they have been taken to 

Canglan Continent by Yanxingxing. 

The remaining more than 60,000 people have all reached the realm of quasi-sage. 

And some people continue to make breakthroughs, so I must wait for a certain number of people, 

Yanxingxing will come again. 

"It didn't disappoint me." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, grabbed a handful of pill and threw it down, accurately falling on every quasi-

sage. 

He didn't bother to look at the excited expressions of these quasi-sages, turning around and coming to 

the human cities. 

The departure of the war brought peace and prosperity. 

Su Lang strolled around, but he looked a little strange. 

Because somehow, all the cities blew a retro wave. 

Many ‘antiques’ excavated from the ground are regarded as treasures, especially books containing 

‘ancient information’, which are very expensive. 

For example, the value of those ancient books that Chu Xiaobei read before has risen greatly, and only 

very wealthy warriors can collect one or two copies. 

Unfortunately, apart from these physical books, people simply cannot get more ancient information. 

Even if they dug out the computer hard disk storage card, they can't see the exciting...various research 

materials inside. 



"As soon as it's safe to do something strange, it's really..." 

Su Lang touched his chin silently, then shook his head and flew out of the Blue Star atmosphere. 

Chapter 1054: The truth of the universe coexist 

When the warrior reaches the realm of King Wu, he can fly in the air. 

But to get into the sky, you have to have a stronger cultivation base. 

To break through the outermost dissipative layer of the atmosphere and enter the real vacuum area, at 

least the martial arts level cultivation base is required. 

The strongest Blue Star was Yanxingxing, but Huangfu Qin held him back. 

The remaining Wu Zun was also forced by the Fierce Beast and Wind Spirit Race, and had no chance to 

explore the extraterrestrial area. 

Therefore, the aura recovered to this day two thousand years ago, and Su Lang flew out of the blue 

star's atmosphere into a vacuum. 

Although the vacuum environment is harsh, it is not a problem at all for warriors of Su Lang's level. 

Su Lang looked around. In front of him was a dark lacquer universe with a little starlight, and behind him 

was an azure planet, slowly rotating, quite magnificent. 

"Let's take a look on the moon first." 

Su Lang unfolded the terrifying spiritual power of the Kongni realm, and instantly enveloped the entire 

Blue Star, and the nearby extraterrestrial area was also unobstructed. 

The figure of the moon also appeared in Su Lang's mental power. 

Because the distance between the moon and the blue star is at most 800,000 miles. 

This was very short for Su Lang's huge spiritual detection range, and it was naturally detected at once. 

"As a satellite of the Blue Star, coexisting with the Blue Star forever, and playing an extremely important 

role in the Chinese mythological system, this moon is definitely not simple." 

Su Lang's figure moved, tearing through the void, and appearing on the surface of the moon in an 

instant. 

The surface of the moon was barren, and the earth was covered with gray-white gravel soil. Not far 

away, there was a black crater, like a mouth that swallowed everything. 

Su Lang walked forward, walking very steadily step by step. 

His current body is not an ordinary weight of more than one hundred kilograms, but is similar to 

Emperor Wu, and he also carries three inner bounds with him, not knowing how heavy it is. 

Even if the gravity on the moon is weak, Su Lang cannot float. 
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Of course, in order to avoid causing huge damage to the moon, Su Lang controlled his strength very 

carefully to avoid accidentally stepping on the moon. 

"On this moon, there are very obvious and clear Yin system rules around, even ordinary junior war gods 

can understand!" 

Su Lang felt the power of the rules on the moon, and found that the Yin System rules were very 

majestic, even condensed into a single Yin System Avenue! 

but. 

The rest of the rules are very weak. 

But just from the majestic Yin system rules, it can be inferred that the moon is also one of the fragments 

of the boundless world! 

"The existence of the moon is no accident." 

Su Lang turned and looked at the ancient existence sun, only to see this huge lava flame star radiating 

endless brilliance. 

Because there are no clouds and no atmospheric occlusion, the appearance of the sun is extremely 

clear, and even the flares above can be seen. 

But Su Lang felt more things. 

The power of the sun is far more terrifying than imagined. 

The light and heat it emits, as well as the violent radiation, contains an extreme rule of light, sun, and 

fire. 

This extreme avenue of rules bake the Blue Star day after day, bringing a lot of energy to the Blue Star, 

but also bringing huge damage. 

"Blue Star has existed in this kind of extreme rule avenue for four billion years. It is logically impossible 

to keep alive." 

Su Lang's eyes shone with a hint of light, "It is the yin system of the moon, and it plays a balancing role in 

it..." 

Thought of this. 

Su Lang thought of the sun and the moon on the Canglan Continent. 

Canglan Continent and Blue Star are two worlds, but both possess the sun and the moon. 

The coexistence of the sun and the moon seems to be a cosmic truth, which exists in the world of life. 

"The moon plays a very important role for the blue star." 

"But you can't bring the moon into the inner boundary of Wuxian, otherwise the blue star will lose the 

balance of yin and yang, I am afraid that there will be catastrophe." 



Su Lang touched his chin and smiled, "However, the moon is meant to be taken along. The main things 

that need to be explored are the eight planets such as Mars." 

Next. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on Mars. 

The ancient name of Mars is Yinghuo, and the farthest distance from the blue star is 800 million miles. 

For Su Lang, it is still not far away. 

Chapter 1055: Devour Mars! 

Use methods such as clone dispatch and space rules. 

Su Lang soon came to the surface of Mars. 

Mars is a much smaller planet than a blue star, with only half the diameter and one-tenth the mass. 

Therefore, Su Lang's mental power can easily wrap it all up. 

After some exploration, Su Lang found that Mars was also filled with terrifying regular avenues, mainly 

fire-based regular avenues. 

In addition to this, there are other manifestations of the rules, although they are weaker than those on 

the Blue Star, they are also more clearly manifested than the rules on the Canglan Continent. 

"This is also a rare paradise for cultivation!" 

"Although there is no water and no air, you have to accept the terrifying radiation of the sun." 

"But for Wushen Wusheng, this harsh environment is easy to overcome." 

Su Lang thought silently, "In addition, the impact of Mars on Blue Star is almost negligible, but it can be 

included in the inner boundary of Wuxian!" 

Thought of this. 

Su Lang couldn't help showing an excited smile. 

There are creatures on the blue star, if it is stuffed into the inner boundary of Wuxian, it will almost be 

destroyed. 

Only when the inner boundary of Wuxian develops into a perfect universe of life can the Blue Star be 

accepted and kept alive. 

But Mars is not the same as Blue Star. Although there used to be creatures on it, no bacteria can be 

found now. 

Such a dead place can naturally be stuffed into Wuxian's inner world without any scruples. 

"That's it, let Mars into Wuxian's inner boundary first." 

Su Lang licked his lips, "But, which inner world should I put in first?" 

After some thinking. 
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Su Lang decided to stuff Mars into the inner boundary of his heart. 

After opening a third-party inner boundary, Su Lang roughly speculated that the inner boundary that 

was later opened should also correspond to the five internal organs. 

The five internal organs correspond to the five elements, and the heart just corresponds to the fire. It is 

the best choice to put the magic sparks in. 

After making up his mind, Su Lang did what he said and started acting immediately! 

"Wuxian Inner World!!" 

Su Lang came to the vacuum of the universe near Mars and instantly unfolded the inner boundary of his 

heart. 

The volume of Su Lang's inner boundary is comparable to ten blue stars. It is natural to install a Mars 

smaller than a blue star. 

Wow! ! 

A majestic world emerged, directly covering the entire Mars. 

The majestic inner boundary blocked the sunlight and plunged the entire Mars into darkness! 

"First, we have to get Mars out of the sun's gravity." 

With a wave of Su Lang, a large array of formations appeared in a vacuum, stretching for thousands of 

miles. 

The array barrier is facing the sun, completely canceling the gravitational force from the sun. 

Without the restraint of the sun's gravity, the huge glowing Mars began to escape its orbit. 

Of course, Su Lang would not let Mars run wild, and once again arranged a series of formations to trap 

him. 

Suddenly, the huge Mars was trapped in place, spinning at a constant speed, like a floating ball in a 

gravity-free environment. 

"Next, we will take it into the inner world." 

Su Lang held his breath, the majestic energy in his body running wildly. 

A wave of terrifying spatial fluctuations spread, and layer after layer of spatial grids emerged from the 

void, wrapping Mars tightly. 

Together with them, there are two small satellites of Mars. 

next moment. 

Su Lang stretched out his right hand and grabbed it hard, and a powerful force was transmitted to Mars. 

The whole planet began to tremble constantly. 

Pieces of space cracks appeared in the extraterrestrial void of Mars. 



Numerous spatial metric lines are actually torn apart, just like twisted steel bars sticking out of a broken 

concrete floor. 

The huge Mars was abruptly caught from this space by Su Lang, making it completely separated from 

this world. 

"The last step!" 

"Come on, lovely child, come into my arms!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and the inner boundary of Wuxian, which covered the vacuum 

of the universe, thundered towards Mars. 

It is like the big mouth of a star beast, directly swallowing the whole Mars alive! 

"Come!!" 

Su Lang's eyes condensed, and Wuxian's inner boundary instantly returned to his heart. 

Where Mars originally existed, a huge cave appeared, and even light could not penetrate it. 

But this cave is not a black hole, a black hole is a kind of celestial body, and this cave is a space hole! 

The healing power of the boundless universe is amazing. 

The seven million-meter-diameter space holes left after the ingestion of Mars are constantly emerging a 

large number of spatial rhythms. 

These spatial rhythm lines are intertwined to become the foundation of the space, and filled with the 

power of space to restore its caves. 

Chapter 1056: Enchant the inner world! 

Although Su Lang, who took Mars away, didn't plan to just eat and pat his **** and leave. 

But even if he uses the rules of space to speed up the repair process of the space cave, he doesn't know 

how long it will take to completely repair the space cave. 

"Time is precious, let it fix it yourself." 

Su Lang broke down the formation, turned and left the cosmic void, and hurried towards Venus. 

Along the way. 

Su Lang was watching the inner boundary of the heart that swallowed Mars. 

After this Fang Wuxian swallowed Mars, earth-shaking changes occurred. 

First of all. 

Some spatial cracks appeared in Wuxian's inner boundary, which seemed to be unable to withstand the 

pressure brought by the huge Mars. 

But soon, the rules of space permeated, and the crack disappeared immediately. 
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Immediately after. 

Mars stabilized, and its terrifying weight caused the gravitational rules of the entire world to converge. 

Those regular condensed soil, sand, and gravel water flows such as rock, soil, water, and fire are 

adsorbed on the surface by sparks. 

The countless air currents and energy between the sky and the earth are all captured by Mars. 

The inner boundary of Wuxian in the heavens and the earth became somewhat similar to the 

incomplete life planet in Xuanxuan's Forbidden Land. 

That is, the planet is right in the middle of Wuxian's inner world, and there is nothingness in all 

directions. 

Two small moons are still orbiting Mars. 

A small sun condensed regularly with sun, light, fire, radiation, rock, etc., suspended above the inner 

boundary of Wuxian, illuminating the entire Mars. 

Because the small sun is directly above the planet, only the northern hemisphere of Mars can shine with 

sunlight, while the southern hemisphere is completely dark. 

"That won't work." 

"Follow the rules of the solar system." 

With a thought in Su Lang, the majestic force pushed Mars, pushing it from the middle of Wuxian's inner 

boundary to the edge. 

Little Sun was moved by Su Lang to the middle of Wuxian's inner boundary. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang drives the little sun and Mars to rotate. 

But when it was the turn of Mars to revolve, there was a problem. 

Because Su Lang's little sun is too small to form a strong gravitational force to dominate Mars' 

revolution. 

On the contrary, the little sun was attracted by Mars, spinning and flying there. 

Moreover, Yingzhu Mars constantly wanted to go to the center of the inner boundary, and couldn't stop 

it. 

"amount......" 

"Can't let the little sun stop in the middle?" 

Su Lang touched his chin awkwardly, and let the sparkling Mars return to the center and let the little sun 

revolve around it to form the four seasons of day and night. 

"So be it......" 



"Unexpectedly, the absurd geocentric said it became real in my inner world." 

"In addition, the inner boundary of this side can't be called the inner boundary of the heart, it's ugly, it's 

better to call the inner boundary of Yingluo." 

Su Lang ended his adjustment to the inner boundary of Wuxian. 

The key is that it has to be over, after all, he can't really build a fake sun bigger than Mars. 

At this moment. 

In the inner boundary of Wuxian after adjustment. 

Fluttering Mars continues to rotate, adsorbing the soil water and air that previously existed in the inner 

boundary, and the sun is shining in the distance, suddenly it has the conditions to breed life. 

Moreover, a force of rules also diffused from the magic sparks. 

Those rules that Su Lang hadn't understood, especially some very rare and unexpected fire-based 

derivative rules, began to supplement and perfect this simple world. 

This process is not slow, perhaps because Mars is also a fragment of the boundless world. 

It won’t be long before you think that the inner boundary of Yingluo will be more perfect, and it will be 

one step closer to the life universe! 

The back-feeding brought by Yinghua Mars made Su Lang's body warm, and his whole body seemed to 

become stronger subtly. 

The most important thing is that Su Lang enchanted the inner world and swallowed Mars, and its weight 

expanded to 640 million megatons! 

As long as you unfold the inner circle of Yingzhuo and release this weight, that is, the power of the world 

belonging to the inner circle of Yingzhuo, Su Lang's every move can destroy the world without any 

magical powers! 

Su Lang's eyes were bright, obviously very excited. 

"Enchant the inner world, open!" 

With a thought in his mind, Su Lang released a one-hundred-thousandth of the weight of the Enchanted 

Inner Boundary to carry on him, a full 6.4 trillion tons. 

Suddenly, his body reached its limit, and his whole body made a crackling sound, which was very 

shocking. 

And behind Su Lang unexpectedly appeared a miniature of the Inner Realm, which was hazy, ups and 

downs, very strange. 

Chapter 1057: Decided to exercise more 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang gently shook his arm, and the surrounding space was rippled like water! 
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"Tsk tsk." 

"Although I am not yet on the road of cohesion." 

"But this kind of power is probably comparable to the Great Dao of Power, reaching the realm of one 

force breaking the ten thousand laws." 

"However, I can fully collect Yinghua Mars, but I can only release one hundred millionth of the weight of 

Yinghua Inner Realm. From this point of view, my body is still too weak..." 

Su Lang shook his head regretfully, but he also knew that being able to use the Wuxian Inner Realm to 

take in the Yingluo Mars is completely different from directly carrying the weight of the Yingluo Inner 

Realm. 

Ingesting Yingluo Mars is like using the inner boundary of Wuxian as a snakeskin pocket and settling on 

the ‘big rock’ of Mars. 

Immediately, this big guy entered another space, and there was no need for Su Lang to move this ‘rock’ 

in the process. 

And to carry the weight of Yingluo Mars, it is really necessary to use that force with one's own body. 

You must bear it first, and then you can use it! 

Next. 

Su Lang completely closed the weight of Yingzhu Inner Boundary, and immediately became relaxed. 

He felt that he should exercise more, and couldn't dislike those emperor-level exercise techniques that 

were too common. 

Otherwise, just the weight of the inner circle of the Glory will not be completely released, there will be 

nine inner circles in the future, what should be done? Let it go! ? 

And next. 

Su Lang is going to collect gold stars. 

Su Lang became excited again when he thought of bringing Venus into the inner boundary of Wuxian 

again. 

And the reason for choosing Venus. 

One is because Venus is relatively close to Blue Star. 

Second, because the Tai Sui Jupiter after Mars is too big, it is 1321 times the size of the Blue Star, and 

the inner boundary simply cannot fit. 

The third is because the inner boundary of the lung opened up by Su Lang corresponds exactly to the 

metallicity among the five elements. 

If Venus is really the avenue of gold rules, it would be perfect. 

quickly. 



Su Lang crossed the orbit of Blue Star again and flew towards Venus. 

Venus, also known as Venus, is the star that "the East is white, Venus rises", and has a strong color in 

Chinese mythology. 

For example, Buddha Shakyamuni enlightened Dao under the Bodhi tree at the moment of Qimingxing's 

ascension. 

Venus is the second planet in the order of the sun from nearer to farther, and the one closest to the 

blue star, which is closer than Mars. 

quickly. 

Su Lang arrived at Qiming Venus. 

Compared with Yingluo Mars, Qiming Venus seems to be more similar to the blue star. 

Its size and mass are very close to that of the Blue Star, and it has an atmosphere, air clouds, and 

rainfall. 

However, Qiming Venus does not have a planetary magnetic field to protect itself. Its surface 

temperature is nearly 500 degrees Celsius. The surface is full of molten metals such as lead and tin, and 

all the rain it falls is acid rain. 

Its surface environment is ten times worse than Mars! 

Of course. 

This harsh environment still has no effect on Su Lang. 

Even because there are yellow clouds here, a few golden red lightning flashes from time to time, and the 

pattering raindrops make Su Lang more comfortable. 

Taking out an oil-paper umbrella from the storage space and opening it, Su Lang strolled on this 

purgatory enlightened Venus to enjoy the rain. 

Ta Ta Ta. 

Footsteps sounded on Venus, which had never been human. 

Just walking on the surface, without mental detection, Su Lang can feel the horrible golden rule avenue 

pervading the space! 

That kind of strong power of the golden rules broke almost all the secrets of the golden rules and 

released them all. 

Su Lang estimated that even Wu Zun could quickly understand the rules of the gold system when he 

came to Venus with safety measures. 

"It's another infinite fragmented planet, and as expected, it is a planet dominated by the golden rule 

avenue. It's really beautiful!" 



Su Lang smiled, no longer admiring the strange scenery here, and went directly outside the atmosphere 

of Venus. 

Standing in the void. 

In the dark universe behind Su Lang, a terrifying sun is suspended, and in front of him is a brown-yellow 

gold star surrounded by a thick atmosphere. 

"This enlightened Venus is eight or nine times larger than Yingluo Mars, I am afraid it will take more 

effort." 

Su Lang was engrossed, two brilliant lights shot in his eyes! 

Chapter 1058: Enlighten Venus! 

next moment. 

Countless formations filled the void, began to isolate the sun's gravity, besieged and captured the huge 

Venus. 

but. 

Venus is much closer to the sun than Yingluo, and the formations needed to isolate gravity are more and 

more powerful. 

Su Lang had to lay out a layer of emperor-level united formations and almost came up with the second 

Five Elements Heaven, which isolated the gravity of the sun and besieged Venus. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang did not hesitate to use the'Swallowing Clone'. 

In an instant, thirty clones died. 

Rumbling. 

A frightening aura erupted from Su Lang, almost approaching Wudi Rank 5! 

On the blue star more than eighty thousand miles away, the situation changed because of Su Lang's 

aura. Countless creatures were crawling on the ground, panicking, thinking that another natural disaster 

was about to come. 

One by one, the martial sages rose into the sky with the will to see death as home, and the quasi-

Xianyan star also returned to the blue star, like a big enemy. 

Some people hurried to the White Jade Palace in the holy city of Yaochi to report to Su Lang. 

Detecting all this, Su Lang laughed blankly and immediately calmed everyone, and the whole world of 

Blue Star breathed a sigh of relief. 

A small episode did not delay Su Lang's plan to capture Venus. 

After using the Devouring Doppelganger, Su Lang immediately unfolded the rules of space, to tear the 

surrounding space and grab Venus from this world. 
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Under the action of the space rules, the space cracks filled the void like spider webs. 

Su Lang is like a big spider, spinning continuously, wrapping Qiming Venus as prey. 

quickly. 

Qiming Venus completely separated from this space. 

"Lung inner boundary!" 

Su Lang thought, and the inner boundary opened up in his lungs burst out! 

The inner boundary of this side turned into a horrible mouth, swallowing it towards Qiming Venus. 

Wow! 

The huge planet is gradually being swallowed! 

It's a pity that no one else can see this spectacular scene, otherwise the jaw and eyeballs will be 

shocked. 

Not long. 

The entire Qiming Venus was swallowed by Wuxian Inner Realm. 

After Su Lang put away the inner boundary of Wuxian, a more terrifying space hole was left in place, ten 

times larger than that left by Yinghuo Mars! 

If you look at this place from the blue star at this time, you will find that the place where the Venus is 

located has turned into a black hole-like existence! 

Like before, Su Lang left the huge space hole for the repair of the boundless universe. 

And he himself. 

Then he sat down in the void nearby and began to sort out the inner boundary of his lungs, oh no, it 

should be called the "Enlightened inner boundary" now! 

The inner vision enlightens the inner boundary. 

Venus star stopped firmly in the middle of Wuxian's inner boundary just like after swallowing Yingluo 

Mars. 

A small sun condensed in various rules keeps spinning around it. 

Everything in the entire inner boundary, such as soil, sand, water, air, etc., was adsorbed to the surface 

by Venus. 

and. 

Because it was separated from the solar system and without the real horror of the sun baking up close, 

the metal on the surface of Venus gradually cooled and became harder. 

This huge planet has become a big icy iron ball. 



Fortunately, a lot of soil rocks are adsorbed on the surface, and the sky is filled with air, and there are 

yellow clouds floating in the sky, which is even closer to the life planet than the magical Mars. 

"And it's a planet rich in minerals, hehe." 

Su Lang smiled, but he didn't plan to mine Yingzhu and Qiming. It was too late to cultivate these two 

planets. He was still mining, what's the joke? 

Observed Venus for a moment. 

Su Lang felt again that various rules based on the rules of the gold system began to spread on this 

planet, and he began to perfect the inner boundary of this square, its new home. 

The inner boundary was nourished, and Su Lang suddenly felt that he had become a lot more fulfilled. 

Although it is temporarily unable to significantly improve combat power, the long-term benefits are very 

large. 

"Let's go to Mercury next." 

With an expression of excitement and satisfaction on his face, Su Lang continued to move towards the 

sun. 

Although he did not intend to put Mercury into the inner boundary of the pubic area. 

But to put it into the fourth inner boundary that has not yet been opened up. 

But this does not prevent him from going to Mercury to investigate first. In case there is something out 

of the plan, he should correct it early, right? 

Chapter 1059: Mercury has ice! 

The distance between Mercury and Blue Star is between 200 million li and 400 million li, constantly 

changing as the planet rotates. 

At this time, Su Lang is on Venus, a little closer to Mercury, but there are about 200 million miles away. 

Even at the speed of light, it takes five or six minutes to reach it. 

Su Lang's speed is not up to the speed of light for the time being, but he has space rules and can jump in 

space. 

It didn't take him much time to reach Mercury. 

Mercury is the planet closest to the sun. In ancient China, it was called "Central Star" and "Mercury" in 

the West. 

It is also a very mythological planet. 

However, this planet is very small, only about one-third larger than the moon. 

Its surface features are similar to those of the Moon, with craters, rift valleys, and abysses everywhere, 

and it is also covered with radiation patterns. 
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As the planet closest to the sun, the radiation received by Mercury is the most terrifying! 

The ground, which has been exposed to solar radiation all year round, is always hot and hot, and the 

thinner atmosphere can't give it any protection. 

Even a powerful warrior like Su Lang, walking on Mercury, can feel the scorching heat of radiant energy. 

but. 

The temperature on the surface of Mercury is lower than that of Venus, for some reason. 

And this time. 

Su Lang was walking on the land of Mercury, suffering from the sun alone. 

"let me see." 

"Does Mercury have water at all!" 

A wave of powerful mental power spread out from Su Lang, gradually enveloping Mercury. 

The pervasive spiritual power covers the peaks and plains, seeping into the bottomless abyss, exploring 

everything that is barren. 

result. 

Su Lang did not find a drop of water! 

However, he found water ice at the poles of Mercury, as well as at the bottom of certain abysses not 

exposed to sunlight all year round. 

And there is not a lot of water ice, it can be said that there are very many. 

Some water ice is occasionally hit by the intense sunlight, but it doesn't melt! 

"This is interesting!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, and his figure moved into an abyss. 

After entering the abyss, the surrounding temperature dropped sharply, even reaching below zero and 

Baidu. 

Coupled with the darkness of the environment, Su Lang almost thought that he had come from the hot 

**** of Abi to the ice hell. 

Fall to the bottom of the abyss. 

Su Lang reached out and pried a piece of water ice from the ground. 

"This is...Xuanbing!?" 

"Furthermore, it is the kind of extremely high-quality Xuanbing that has reached the level of God-level, 

and even has subtle ice rules, and it will almost be promoted to Saint-level!" 

Seeing the water ice in his hand, Su Lang couldn't help but gradually widened his eyes! 



Tianle. 

This is a piece of water ice that was picked up randomly, and it has reached the level of God! 

I don’t know how much water ice there is on Mercury, especially the north and south poles. The water 

ice is almost as thick as the crust. 

With so many water ices, there must be holy ranks among them, even immortal ranks! 

Perhaps, I can find some imperial ice materials! 

With a trace of anticipation. 

Su Lang came to the north pole of Mercury. 

Here is covered with a large area of water ice, forming a glacier. 

These glaciers would be extremely bright if viewed with a super telescope from the blue star! 

"hiss!" 

"The water system and ice system road here is really rich!" 

"There are also rare and rare rules derived from various water systems, which can be easily manifested." 

Su Lang walked on the glacier in surprise, reaching out to the ground from time to time, and 

immediately took out a piece of holy and immortal ice material! 

"Lying down!" 

"It's really a veritable Mercury!" 

"You can find so many ice-based materials easily." 

"This Mercury must contain an extremely terrifying avenue of ice. Only if it is too close to the sun will it 

be suppressed." 

Su Lang's eyes brightened, "If Mercury can be included in the inner boundary, all the derivative rules 

related to the water system may be completed in a very short time!" 

Excited, Su Lang wanted to collect Mercury almost on the spot. 

but. 

He finally held back. 

The Dantian Inner Boundary is the first inner boundary, the most important one, and it will be kept 

temporarily. 

It is better to wait until the inner boundary of the kidney corresponding to the water attribute is 

opened, and then collect Mercury. 

"Anyway, it won't take long for me to open up the fourth inner boundary. At this point, Mercury can't 

run away." 



Su Lang muttered a few words, then set off on his way home. 

Chapter 1060: Vicious thoughts about Ling Jue 

Not long. 

Su Lang returned to the White Jade Fairy Palace in the Holy City of Yaochi. 

Before turning around on Bluestar, I saw some dug out antique computers, memory cards and the like, 

and Su Lang's idea of establishing an ‘Internet’ became even stronger. 

However, Wuxingtian can only be used as a network transmission medium, not a network server. 

To build a huge network covering the entire southern land, a powerful server is also needed. 

But setting up a server...it's definitely not possible to go to the technology side. 

It can only be replaced by other means. 

"What should be used instead?" 

Su Lang sat in the quiet room, taking out the cauldron to refine the parts of the super humanoid 

weapon, while silently thinking. 

quickly. 

His inspiration flashed. 

"It would be great if the world consciousness could be used as this server." 

"As the consciousness of the world, that is, the road where all the rules are gathered, it can uphold the 

most thorough fairness, fairness and objectivity, without bias, and completely guarantee privacy!" 

Su Lang touched his chin, his eyes gleaming, "With the size of the World Avenue, it is very easy to do this 

server. After all, it controls the world's causal destiny..." 

But the idea is good, the reality is skinny. 

"Unfortunately, with my current ability, even if I can't do this in my own inner world, in the big world of 

Canglan Continent? It's impossible to do it." 

Su Lang frowned, curled his lips, "I can only retreat and build a super soul without subjective 

consciousness to serve as a server, and this soul must at least be an emperor!" 

For an instant. 

Emperor Ling Juewu's disgusting face appeared in Su Lang's mind. 

"Hey!" 

"If you dare to frustrate me again and again, let you be the server!" 

"Well, it has to be transformed before it becomes a server. You must get rid of this guy's main 

consciousness and make him a tool man!" 
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Su Lang rolled his eyes and thought, "It's best to use the incense willingness to turn him into a 

completely kind and good person like Xuan Hu! 

At that time, we will be able to fundamentally eliminate bad information on the Internet, um, to create 

a healthy network environment, starting from poisoning Emperor Ling Juewu! " 

Su Lang became more excited as he thought about it, and almost wanted to grab Emperor Ling Juewu as 

a server on the spot. 

but. 

Now is not a good time to do it. 

In addition, Yuan Yue hasn't officially become the emperor and make her debut, so she can't use her 

Wuyu Tea Forest to poison Emperor Ling Juewu. 

"I can only bear it any more." 

Su Lang touched his chin, "Since the network cannot be established for the time being, the Wuxingtian 

transmission network should be temporarily put on hold. 

Then, if the giant transport network is managed by human resources, and I don’t know how many 

people are needed, it should be handed over to it after the intelligent server is established. " 

Thought of this. 

Both the Internet and transportation network plans were temporarily shelved by Su Lang. 

Next. 

He focused his attention on his spiritual consciousness and checked the progress of his spiritual 

cultivation. 

With the passage of time, the function of spiritual cultivation increases his spiritual cultivation every 

moment. 

The whole spiritual world has become more and more brilliant. 

Especially in the sky, the sun that the "sunny sun" exudes is getting brighter and brighter, as if to shine 

through this spiritual world! 

"At this level, it would have been possible to'burn soul' again." 

"However, I am now practicing "Soul Gathering and Splitting Jue". After the exercise is completed, I will 

burn my soul. The effect should be much better." 

"Furthermore, those Martial Emperors often deal with them now, and cannot burn their souls at will, 

lowering their spiritual level." 

After some consideration, the matter of burning the soul was temporarily put aside by Su Lang. 

This time. 



For the time being, I can only refine the super humanoid weapon parts while waiting for the avatar to 

arrive at the Heavenly Depth. 

In the successive refining, Su Lang has accumulated 12,000 celestial parts, and the task progress reached 

10%. 

Because of the diligent cultivation, Su Lang's movements in refining immortal parts were also much 

faster. 

In the past, only 40 or 50 parts could be refined in an hour, but at this time, it can stabilize 70 parts in an 

hour! 

Of course, this speed is still too slow compared to the number of 120,000. 

 


